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Economic literacy – what is it, and why is it 

important?



A combination of awareness, knowledge, skill, attitude and behaviour 

necessary to make sound financial decisions and ultimately achieve 

individual financial wellbeing

• Capability to understanding and manage personal financial affairs

• Definition is little contested

• Its study is more mature

• Government agencies devoted to measuring and achieving it

Financial literacy – a mature field
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• Financial literacy: ability to understand and manage one’s own financial 

affairs

• Economic literacy includes understanding one’s own situation, as well 

as the broader economic context and situations of others

Financial vs. Economic literacy



Financial vs. Economic literacy
Financially literate person Economically literate person

Understands what is an interest rate, how 

it affects mortgage payments

Understands why the RBA has raised 

interest rates, how that affects the 

economy

Manages inventory, prices and sales in a 

business

Understands why we have a market-

based system, how that differs to 

central planning

Manages tax affairs Understands why the tax system is 

designed a certain way, costs and 

benefits of changing it
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• Makes more informed choices

• Better understands the world around them

• Can influence the public discourse, actions of government

• Citizens need to be able to assess economic issues that affect them; 

they cannot easily outsource this assessment

The benefits of economically literate citizens



• Economics is a broad discipline

Difficulties in defining economic literacy
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Working towards a definition of 

economic literacy….



Someone attains economic literacy if, years after they have been taught, 

they can apply the four essential principles of economics in situations 

relevant to their lives and different from those encountered in the classroom. 

They will use these principles as the basis of economic analysis and 

decision-making, and they will understand the basic aspects of seven core 

economic topics that explain the economic system in which they participate.

Our definition
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Four essential principles 

‘How to think’

• Cost-benefit

• Opportunity cost

• Marginal principle

• Interdependence 

• Scarcity

• Economic behaviour

• Allocation of goods and services

• Structure and operation of markets

• Factors of production

• The economy as a whole 

• Government and economic institutions

Seven core topics 
‘What to know’ 
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Introducing new teacher resources



The Bank is focused on developing teacher resources…

PAE has traditionally focused on Year 11 and 12 
Economics teachers and students – with resources that 
are highly valued & frequently used (including by me)

Since 2020, we have expanded the scope to include Year 
9 and 10 students – aiming earlier, increasing the 
pipeline

We are developing a suite of resources focused on 
developing economic literacy 



…and we know teachers want access to more resources…

Source: Grattan 2022
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…but what resources best serve Australia’s teachers?

NSW – typically years 9/10

WA – Year 10



• There is no accepted metric for a quality classroom resource

• Based on research to date, we could focus on:
– Aligns to standards

– Comprehensive

– Engaging and accessible

– Credibility of source

– Teacher involvement

And what makes an effective teaching resource?

(Grattan 2022; Bulger et al 2017; Chingos and Whitehurst 2012; AERO 2021)

https://www.edresearch.edu.au/sites/default/files/2021-03/AERO-Tried-and-tested-guide-Explicit-instruction.pdf


Curriculum-based

• Lack of consistency

• Subject to change

• Where is the Bank’s 
strength in developing 
resources?

Threshold 
concepts

• Developing resources 
focused on core or 
“threshold” economic 
concepts that arose in 
syllabi nationwide 
(Years 7-12)

Our solution: marrying our work to concepts, not curriculum points
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What should the threshold concepts be?

Common 

curriculum 

areas*

Economic 

literacy definition 

(seven topics, 

four principles)

New suite of 

resources

*as identified by the Bank



• Teacher guide:

– Teacher overview: Story of the section

– Sparking thinking

– The underlying economics

– Applying the economics

• Lesson slides

• Worksheets

• Updated curricula links (state-specific)

Structure of the resources



Example resources



Example resources



• The RBA is committed to understanding more about economic literacy, 

and helping raise economic literacy in Australia

• Our new teacher resources are an important step in supporting 

economic literacy with direct links to curricula around Australia

Conclusion


